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5‘Bill, danged if it don't look
'as though l'm_geing to have to quit
the 'baeker business. Blue Mold

nearly ruined my flants and made
my crop so late that I can‘t

more than half a crop.
of these experts ought to find

control measure for the
disease:

-Alta. .nWake
Laeks like some

some

gBlue Weld is a hard d‘
E handle, but the experts seem to

progress, Jim. I just get a
through the mail which tells
some of the methods that
given fairly satisfactory
of the disease under experi-

It seems to me

LU
imaking
I reyert

about
have

caitrol
mental cenditiens.

that the wise thing, fcr us to
do is to exyeriment with sane
of these control. easuree en
our own farms next year.
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Iitroduction

Methods of control of the downy mildew (blue meld) disea_se of tobacco have
been the subject of intensivestudy by a large number of plant p0athc.legistsiin they
United States since the first general outbreak of the disease in 1951. Although ,
the problem is not yet solved, substantial progress has been made in the development
of control measures for the disease, and it seems wise at this time tc give to the
farmers of Nerth Carolina a.report of the progress that has beengnadeg

“At the outset itshould be clearly u1d¢rstood that none of the eoFtrcl
measures described is fool-proof. Mecha.nical difi‘iculties arise in.the :application
of all of them. Furthermore, the chemical net.hods.oi czntrol, have been tested
under severe blue meld conditions but orC season 13:“\orth Car0111a (11957). Since
weather conditions have a very decided influeice on the effecti*encss of this means
of eertrol especially the one involving snraying, ' satiSfactory control cannot be
guaranteed under all conditions.‘ It is eevious, tierefere, that lurthtf research
and demonstrational.work on these methods oi cotrol will have to be done beiore
definite recommendations can'be made.. lt is he330d that a presenta ion of the
metheds which have preven most effective ii: errerimental tests will e:courage test-
ing of the methods by farmers in order to determine if their practical 3PllCQthfl
is fenasible. The importance of exactn.ess and thoroughnessi the aIplication of
these measures cannot be over-em1hasizeo.. Followiig are outlinws of the best con,
trol measures known at the Fresent time. fit the present‘writing these control
_measures aprear to have essentiallyeeqxal value. Sumeriority of any one method, if
such exists, must be demonstrated throngh further reSearch and practical use by
farmers. '

The Sanitary Method

The sanitary method requires the following procedures:

(a) Locate seed beds on new sites in.ord€r to avoid cen.ters of'eerly out-
breaks. An average of one-quarter to ne-third of all beds sewn on old s:1.tes can
be expected to be centers of early sutures]:s. The plant 3 are small when such out-
breaks occur and the losses of seedlings is great. If plants approach the size fer
transplanting before mildew annears, their chances of survival are increased.

(b) L\cate the beds in sucli places as will; rovide (1)1eoc soil drainage,
(2) good ventilation, and (5 ) sunshine during the entire day. lhe reasons for so
doing are obvious to all growers.” ‘ '

(e) Sow a larger area of seed beds han is needed to set the crbr. Usually
two to three times as much seed bed area is sewn as waild be required if downy mildew
were absent. This increased seed bed area is necessary because no one can prerhesy
the severity of losses. Sometimes 25V or less of the seecligs are killed, sometimes
90% or more. In the fast many growers have been able to set thvir crop only because
they had provided these additional seed beds.

(d) Remove the seed bed covers and allow direct sunlight on the :lants
beginning about three weeks prior to transplanting. This nrocedure ma}: s the plants
rgrow more slowly and they are, in consequence, meie hardy anti lew subject to serious
injury. It has the disadvantage of enceuraging injury from flea beetles

1:111 cations of nitrate of soda agjear materially
to aid in the recovery of the diseased plants. _ ‘

'1(e) Moderate and judicious F
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(f) Diseased plants should not be set until recovery has adVanced to the

stage that new leaves and new roots have formed:

Disadvantages______________ u...

(a) All of the extra labor and expense involved in the_use of the sanitary

method is utilized in the preparation of additional seed beds. It should be borne

in mind that the cost of making tobacco seed beds varies from twelve_to fifteen
dollars per 100 square yards. ‘

(b)“ The disease appears in all seed beds and as a result the crop must be

set 10 to 1h days later. Such delay may lessen the.returns from rthe crop.

Note: ' I The practices outlined under this method‘of coltrbl have been widely adopt- .

ed by tobacbo farmers in North Carolina. The tremendous value_ef seeding
‘excess bed space and waiting until the plants recovered from mold befcre
transplanting was clearly demonstrated in North Carolina during the season
of 1957. It is firmly believed hat the adoption of these practices made
it possible for Narth Carolina farmers as'a group to set out a satisfactory
acreage of tobacco in spite of the severe blue mold epidemic. Adoption of
these precautionary neasures are recdrnended for the season of 1958, even
'if the use of_a chemical ccntrol measure is antic'pated. During years
when blue mold attacks are light the sanitary method of control seems to,
be highly effective. '

t
Chemical Methods

Experimental work involving the use of chemicals has been conducted along
two lines. One involves the use of certain chemicals as vapors or gases, and the
other as liquids or Sprays. Further experimentation with both is necessary.

1. Vapor Treatment

The use of vapors CQlld be expected to be effective for the reason that
vapors could envelope all above-gnmmfiparts cf the seedlings and thus give complete
protection. Many substances that evape‘ate and are toxic or poisonous to plant
‘life have been tested. The one best suited is known as benzol. This substance can
Jbe depended upon to give complete protection against downy mildew if it is properly
applied. Proper application depends upon giving strict attention to all of the
following factor:

(a) The frames of the beds must be tight. The beds should be long and
narrow, preferably 5 or 10 feet wide, rather than‘the usual shape. This is necessary
to make it easier to apply the benzol and to avoid trampling on the beds during
treatment. (See Figure 1)

(b) The beds slould be covered during the period of treatment with a cloth
of the texture of unbleached sheeting. Covers of this sort when wet with dew or
rain are esSentially vapor tight and will therefore permit the building up of a
concentration of benzol vapor inside the bed that is toxic to the meld. Such covers
let rain through readily. Covers should be rermved during clear days to give the
seedlings enough sunshine for their sturdy growt . The normal ceier should be
removed and stored when the heavier is put on/tfib start of treatments.v

(c) The exposed surface of the evaporators should have an area about one— .
seventy-second of that of the seed bed. Hence, 12.5 sq. ft. of evaporating surface
would be required for each 100 sq. yds. of bed. These evaporators may be pans or
troughs. They shOuld be placed throdghout the bed on stands or ra ks, be suspended
along the borders, across the beds, or else along the middles. The evaporators shouf
be covered to keep the rains from splashing out the benzol. (See Figure l).
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(d) Treatment should be started abeut‘lo days after the first outbrea
in that vicinity and should be given every night and on rainy days. Benzol should
be put into the evaporators about sunEEt. From one-half to two-thirds gallon of
benzol is required each night for every 100 square yards of seed bed. The cost for
labor, equipment, and materials Varies from fifteen.to twenty-five dollars per
100 square yards for 50 treatments. Treatments should be continued until the danger
of blue mold is over. Hence the number of treatments necessary will vary in
different localities and seasons.

Advantages

(a) Vapors of benzol completely prevent downy mildew.

(b) Benzol treatment can bernade in rainy weather.

(c) The advantages in yield and quality to be gained by setting plants
at the best time rather than 10 to 1h days later, as is usually
necessary after an attack of downy mildew, is known to all growers.

(d) Vapor treated beds have been free from flea beetle injury in
experimental tests.

Disadvantages

(a) Vapor treatment is expenvae and laborious.

(b) Benzol is poisonous both to the mold and to the tobacco seedlings.
The mold is much more sensitive ta benzol vapors, however, than the
seedlings, and no injury to seedlings results unless the nights are
very'warx. Benzol evap rates more rapidly during hot nights. In
order to make the Use of benzol absolutely safe no matter what'weather
conditions prevail, tho benzol should be mixed with lubricating oil,
either fresh oil or waste oil. The mixture should consist of 1 part
of benzol to 5 parts of oil. The oil can be used over and over
again.

Benzol is highly inflammable aid should be kept away from fire,
matches, lighted cigarettes, etc.

Oil or benzol, spilled on seedlings, will kill them.

Note: Complete control of blueznold with benzol vapor has been obtained in
experimental tests for several years in both Australia and the United
States. The fact that 100 per cent control of the disease has been
obtained by this method gives it a prestige which none of the others tested
have approached. The mechanios involved in the application of this measure
are still cumbersome; however, it is hoped that further research will
soon solve this difficulty.
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2. Spray Treatment

One of the most promising sprays that has been tested thus far consists
of a mixture of cuprous oxide, lethane spreader, cottonseed oil, and'water.

(a) Materials for mixing 50 gallons of spray mixture: One-half pound
of cuprous oxide (red copper oxide), one quart of lethane spreader, and one-half
gallon cottonseed oil.

(b) Hov to mix: Moisten the cuprous oxide with.just enough lethane
spreader to make a paste. ‘Mix the quart of lethane spreader and a half gallon of
oil by stirring thoroughly. Add two or three gallons of water. By the use of a
bucket pump with nozzle attached, pump the contents of the pail into another
container. This process breaks up the oil into fine particles and stabilizes the
emulsion. When properly emulsified the oil is milky white in appearance. Add
water and the copper oxide suspension to the spray tank containing about 25 gallons
of water, then add water to bring the total volume to 50 gallons. (See Figure 2
for illustrations on how to mix the Spray).

(c) How to Spray: Make up only enough for one application and use
immediately. A barrel sprayer capable of maintaining over 100 pounds pressure is
preferable to hand sprayer (See Figure 5). If this is not available use a bucket
pump. Do not pour on the spray with a bucket or sprinkling pot. Apply the Spray
through a nozzle capable of throwing a fine mist er fog, and use enough to wet '
or moisten the foliage. Turn the nozzle sideways, alternating from side to Side,
so as to cover as much of the lower leaf surface as possible. About 2.5 gallons
will cover 100 yards of bed one time when the plants are small. Large plants will
require from 5 to 7.5 gallons per 100 yards.

(d) When and how often to spray: Begin spraying before mildew (blue mold)
develops in the bed and continue twice a week until the danger from the disease
is past or until the plants are ready to set. Spray small plants only once a week'
in cold weather; and also avoid heavy applications to small plants in cool Weather,
as this may cause injury. Continue spraying through the blue mold outbreak. Best
results have been obtained where the plants were Sprayed twice a week during
periods when the plants were grmving rapidly. Apply the spray only when the foliage
is dry and the cover removed. (Spray apparently can be applied satisfactorily
without removing cover when plants are small.

Advantages

(a) Sprayed plants have usually lived better when set than those not
aprayed.

(b) Spraying lessens the severity of the disease and consequently makes
it possible for the plants to be transplanted earlier than nan-sprayed plants.

(c) Spraying is inexpensive, the cost being three to four dollars per
100 square yards of seed bed.

(d) The spray appears to stimulate slightly the growth of plants.



FIGURE 2. How to Mix 50 Gallons of Cuprous Oxide Spray (Smaller or larger Quantities Should fie kreparcd in exactly

the same manner)
Second Step,______.____

First Step

1
(3019598

%-lb. cuprous oxide 1 qt. lethane fi-gal. cotton
Spreader seed oil

Measune out the indicated quantities of cuprous Place cuprous oxide in bucket. Add small amount of
oxide5 lethane spreader, and cotton seed oil. lethane spreader and stir into paste.

Third Step Fourth Step

Place the
quart of lethane
Spreader and-% gal.
of cotton seed 011‘
‘into one bucket, ,
add 2 to'3 gals. ' Pour the moist-
of water, and then ened cuprcus
pump the mixture oxide and the
from.this bucket emulsified spreader
into another to and oil into the spray tank about %-full of water.
emulsify the oil an Then add water to bring the total volume up to 50
spreader. Unless the oil and spreader are properly gallons.
*amlsifiiedthe spray is ineffegtivaew
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FIGURE 5. Suitable Equipment far Spraying Tobaccn Plant Beds

Fer the most part it is believed that the barrel types of spray machines,
as illustrated abcve, will prrve to be best suited for spraying tcbaccc plant beds.
The pump should be capable cf maintaining frcm 100 to 200 pounds cf pressure. The
nutfit shculd be equipped With at least 50 feet cf hcse and a nczzel that will break
the spray into a fine mist. Constant agitation of the spray material should be
maintained during the spraying operation.

It is possible that smaller spray machines such as the bucket pump and
knapsack types may be satisfactory where cnly small areas cf beds are to be sprayed.4
However, these types cf equipment have been used in only a limited way in experi-
mental tests in the ccntrcl of blue meld, consequently their adaptability has not
been determined.

The impcrtance Cf using adequate spray equipment cannot be over-emphasized.
Certain failure will result frcm attempts to apply the spray material with sprink-
ing cans, or by splashing it cntc the beds with the hands, brooms, er brushes.



Disadzantages

(a) Since it is impassible completely to cover both the upper and lower

sides of the leaves with spray, sprayed Seedlings become diseased. If the period

is rainy when downy mildew is developing, the sprays cannot be applied. At such

tines sprays are largely washed off by rains. The grower who depends upon sprays ta

protect the seedlings during rainy, cool weather will be disappointed because the

seedlings will be attached, but in experimental tests these attacks have not result-

ed in the death of so large a propertion cf the plants as in the non-sprayed beds.

(b) -Affected plants whether Sprayed or not sprayed cannot be safely set

until they have sufficiently recovered, thus delaying transplanting a week or two

weeks. '7 ‘ ' "'

p (0) Little is yet known about poisoning tobacCo seedlings with copper.

It is known, however, to be_toxic to them. Injury to seedlings from spray burn

does not appear to.be pennanent. ‘ ' '

Notegl ,Cuprous oxide isla Standard Chemical manufactured and sold by several

» chemical concerns. The compound should contain at least 95 percent

Acuprous oxide and should be red in color.

I'General Statement

Adoption of either of the chemical control measures suggested above for

blue meld control will necessitate an inveshnent in equipment by most farmers. As

already stated, the comparative values of the gas and spray treatments as farm

practices are not yet determined. Therefore, it should be understood at the outset

that, on the one hand, those who invest in equipment for applying the gas treatment

may find it desirable to abandon it and purchase spray equipment in a few'years; and

on the other hand, those who purchase spray eguipment may, in a few years, wish to

abandon it and purchase gas equipment. Hence, farmers are advised to club together

as much as possible in the purchase and use of equipment, in order that excessive

losses will be avoided in the event that any of the equipment has to be abandoned.

Widespread purchase of equipment by farmers in North Carolina in 1958 is not advised

unless the blue mold disease starts development in epidemic proportions in regions

to the South.



AenzovLDGNENT

Experimentel verk toWard the development of effectiLe and
practical control measures for the blue meld discoso of
tobacco hes been, and still is being sponsored by practically
all inStitutionsengangod in research Work in the tobacco
belts of theUnited Stetoes, involving the following states:
Florida, Georgia, South Cerolina, lIorth Carolina, 1ennessee,-
Virgiinia, Kentucky, Pennsylvania, IMrylaiid, and Connecticut.
_In_ most or the Stetoe the Work has been ponsoxcd co0per11-
tively by the State, Agricultural Experiment Steitions a
Extension Services and t10 U. S. Department of Apr'icultUre.
In North Carolina the following institutions have contributed
to the cooperative program: Dulen1Lcrity, U. S. DepeLrt-~
ment of Agriculture, 1Ierth WroIina Agricultural Experiment
Station, North erolina ligrcultural Extcn31on SerLice, and
the State Leparnnent of Agriculture. Nore than 50 technic.l
and research men .connected With the se institutions have con-
tributed both time and thought to the progr1m of work. There-
_fore, credit Ior any prengSS that has-been mademuSt be
givon to the group of people who have done the Work end the
institutiOns they represent rather than to any one indiLidual
or eeny one i stitution. . ‘ ‘


